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5FOREWORD

“Typographic literacy,” as ISType’s organizers describe their 
goal, is essential to the communication of any kind of written 
information; and the theme of ISType 2012, “Transmit,” 
focuses directly on the process of communication. After all, 
how effectively are ideas transmitted if they are obscured 
by noise – whether the “noise” of indistinct and ill-thought-
through prose or the visual noise of slapdash typography 
and sloppy graphic design?

With its focus on the typography of several different 
writing systems, and on the new digital tools available both 
to type designers and to the typographers who put that type 
to use, ISType clearly seems to be using its unique location 
in Istanbul as a pivot point to consider typography East and 
West, North and South, traditional and radically new.

The speakers and workshop leaders are knowledgeable 
in their fi elds and articulate in transmitting their knowledge; 
this may be a relatively small event, but it seems likely to be 
a creative and intellectually challenging one, an event that 
the attendees will remember and value for a long time to 
come. 

When Onur Yazıcıgil asked me to write a brief foreword 
for this program, I of course said yes. My only regret is 
that I cannot be in two places at once, so I can’t join you in 
İstanbul for this part of the conversation. But it’s an ongoing 
conversation, conducted in many places and many times, 
one that we all participate in and, by doing so, transmit our 
ideas, our questions, and our hard-won knowledge to each 
other and to the next generation.

John D. Berry

May 2012





7WELCOME

Thank you for joining us for a few days of gathering and 
sharing knowledge on typography while discovering the city 
of İstanbul—a great source of inspiration for us at ISType.

We welcome our guests from around the world, and are 
pleased to announce our keynote speakers: prolifi c writer 
and designer Ellen Lupton, award-winning type designer 
Professor Gerard Unger, and Type Development Sr. Manager 
at Adobe® David Lemon. Their talks will certainly enrich 
our program.

We have shifted this year’s event towards a concentra-
tion on lectures rather than workshops. Our calligraphy 
oriented debut last year remains with us, as we believe that 
the foundation for type design and typography begin with 
handwriting. Our workshops this year focus on the design 
of Greek type with Gerry Leonidas and digital type design 
with José Scaglione and Veronika Burian.

The main conference presentations cover a broad 
range of topics and will be held on Friday, Saturday and the 
afternoon of Monday. Sunday's surprise event will be the 
screening of “Linotype: The Film” directed by Douglas Wilson. 
Aside from the individual presentations, this year we have 
added several panel sessions to further address topics like 
publication design, type history, and typography education.

We would like to thank our sponsors without whom 
ISType 2012 would not have been possible. In addition to our 
corporate sponsors we would like to thank our venue host 
SALT Galata and event partner Sabancı University.

This year we’re proceeding under the theme Transmit.
The quintessential trait of any life on earth is to inevitably 
transmit, spread, and disseminate a part of their very own 
existence. This applies not only to living beings but also to 
certain cultural substances as well. Here, we stand behind 
this very natural happening by inviting experienced design-
ers and researchers from all over the world to be part of this 
act of carrying traditional and new thoughts on typography 
and to freely transmit them.

Creators of Istanbul Type Seminars

Onur Yazıcıgil & Alessandro Segalini
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16:30

17:00

17:30

Goodie Bags, Conference Badges &  Refreshments

Keynote Presentation
Making the World Safe for Typography
Ellen Lupton  p. 13

Play, Space and Text
Elif Ayiter  p. 16

Typeface as Visual Code (Typeface & Nationalism)
Bratislav Pantelić  p. 30

LUNCH BREAK

Keynote Presentation
Transforming Traditions
David Lemon  p. 14

The Giant Leap, part 1
Jan Middendorp  p. 27

The Giant Leap, part 2
Adam Twardoch  p. 37

Screens Are Becoming Primary
Eben Sorkin  p. 34

Improving Typographical Air Quality in Turkey
Fevkalade  p. 21

COFFEE BREAK

Hop, Skip, Jump & Design Type!
Fred Smeijers  p. 36

Aldhabi: Adventures On the Way To Curls
John Hudson  p. 23

Freeness as a Technological Component of Type Design
Dave Crossland & Vernon Adams  p. 19

FRIDAY, June 15
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SATURDAY, June 16
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13SPEAKERS

Ellen Lupton is a designer, writer, curator, and graphic 
designer. She is Senior Curator of Contemporary Design at 
Cooper-Hewitt, National Design Museum in New York City, 
where her recent projects include the book and exhibition 
“Graphic Design: Now in Production,” organized with the 
Walker Art Center. She is director of the Graphic Design MFA 
program at Maryland Institute College of Art in Baltimore. 
She is the author of numerous books on design, including 
“Thinking with Type,” “Graphic Design: The New Basics,” 
“Graphic Design Thinking: Beyond Brainstorming,” and 
“Design Your Life.”

www.elupton.com
@ ellenlupton

Making the World Safe for Typography

Typography is an art and a tool. Good typography helps you 
read, learn, relax, and stay calm. Bad typography makes you 
want to cry or hit someone (once you know what it looks 
like). Find out what’s wrong with dumb quotes, justifi ed 
type, free fonts, stretched type, bathroom signs, and more, 
much more, in this fast-paced introduction to typographic 
form and practice. Find out how typography is being used 
today, as authors engage the form of the book and designers 
become authors, producers, and publishers.

criminal, minimal, subliminal, fi ctional

ONLINE

ABSTRACT

FRIDAY 10:00–11:00

KEYWORDS

Ellen LuptonKEYNOTE

http://www.elupton.com
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ONLINE

ABSTRACT

FRIDAY 13:00–14:00

KEYWORDS

David Lemon manages the type development team at 
Adobe Systems in San Jose. He is drawn to the intersection 
between art and technology, and has a deep respect for the 
importance of connecting people and ideas. While earning 
a degree in painting and graphic design he fell in love with 
type, and learned the software tools that enable it. For more 
than 25 years he has helped the designers and computer 
scientists at Adobe work together to make typography work 
better for more people in more places.

www.adobe.com/type
http://blogs.adobe.com/typblography

Transforming Traditions
(Adobe’s work to preserve & extend the legacy of type)

Adobe has been mixing typographic tradition and cutting-
edge technology for nearly 30 years, winning awards and 
setting expectations for the way people work with type. 
David Lemon has been helping make it happen since 
early days, and will look back on his experience to offer 
examples and anecdotes that give an overview of the 
Adobe Type program’s four interrelated aspects. The Adobe 
Type program has a unique position in the world of type 
companies, and it has always refl ected the character of the 
people involved. David will talk about the role of type at 
Adobe, and the people who have contributed over the years.

The rich traditions of type and lettering have been a 
dominant infl uence for the Adobe Type program. David 
will explore different traditions – classic type designs, 
pre-typographic writing, calligraphy, informal writing, 
commercial lettering, and non-Western systems – and show 
a few examples of the ways Adobe’s typeface designs have 
responded to each of these.

Adobe has been a key player in transforming what 
people expect from fonts, and how they’re used. David 
will give a brief overview of how Adobe has changed 
font technology over the last 30 years. He’ll discuss the 
interaction between type design and the world of technology, 
and how the Adobe Type Library has changed as a result. 
David will offer some speculations about trends and new 
opportunities that seem likely to spark still more changes in 
the way people use type.

Adobe, font technology, type design, history, future

David LemonKEYNOTE

http://www.adobe.com/type
http://blogs.adobe.com/typblography
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ONLINE

ABSTRACT

SATURDAY 10:00–11:00

KEYWORDS

Born at Arnhem, Netherlands, 1942. Studied graphic design, 
typography and type design from 1963–’67 at the Gerrit 
Rietveld Academy, Amsterdam. He teaches as visiting 
Professor at The University of Reading, UK, Department of 
Typography and Graphic Communication, and he was, till 
31/12/11, Professor of Typography at the University of Leiden. 
Free lance designer from ’72. He has designed stamps, coins, 
magazines, newspapers, books, logos, corporate identities, 
annual reports and other objects, and many typefaces.

He was awarded several honours, such as the H.N. 
Werkman Prize in 1984 for all his typographic work – for 
digital type designs in particular and for the way he recon-
ciled technology and typographic culture –, and the award of 
the Society of Typographic Affi  cionados in the USA in 2009. 

He has written articles for the trade press, and several 
larger publications, such as “Landscape with Letters” (1989), 
linking the usually limited scope of type and typography 
with a much wider cultural view. His book “Terwijl je leest” 
– about reading – has been published in Dutch, German, 
English, Italian and Spanish. He lectures frequently in 
Holland and abroad, about his own work, type design, the 
reading process, and related subjects.

All his type design includes: Markeur (1972), M.O.L. 
(1974), Demos (1976), Demos (new version 2001), Praxis 
(1977), Hollander (1983), Flora (1984), Swift (1985), Swift 2.0 
(new version 1995), Amerigo (1986), Oranda (1987), Argo 
(1991), Delftse Poort (1991), Decoder (1992), Gulliver (1993), 
ANWB fonts (1997), Capitolium (1998), Paradox (1999), 
Coranto (2000), Vesta (2001), BigVesta (2003), Allianz (2005), 
Capitolium News (2006).

www.gerardunger.com

From Movable Type to Type On the Move (But Where Is It Going ?)

In the course of the twentieth century, several times 
designers have given outspoken views of typography and 
type design, often with strict regulations about the use and 
the design of type. Now, one decade into the 21st century, 
there are no outspoken and imperative views. What is the 
present state of type design and where can it be going?

rules, individualism, cooperation, international

Gerard UngerKEYNOTE

http://www.gerardunger.com
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ONLINE

ABSTRACT

FRIDAY 11:00–11:30

KEYWORDS

Elif Ayiter is a designer and a researcher. Her texts have 
been published at academic journals such as the Journal 
of Consciousness Studies and Technoetic Arts. She has 
presented creative as well as research output at conferences 
including Siggraph, Creativity and Cognition, Computational  
Aesthetics, ISEA and Cyberworlds.

She is also the chief editor of the journal Metaverse 
Creativity with Intellect Journals, UK and is currently 
studying for a doctoral degree at the Planetary Collegium, 
CAiiA hub, at the University of Plymouth with Roy Ascott.

www.citrinitas.com
www.alphaauer.com
@alphaauer

Play, Space and Text 

This talk will focus upon the usage of typography and text 
as playful constituents which are devised to engender 
oblique communications that are meant to be “felt” rather 
than “read,” and which are used as tools of expression 
within the presenter's own creative practice in online three 
dimensional worlds, also known as the metaverse. 

Rather than approach type as the primary device of 
graphic communication that it is traditionally held to be, 
the presenter deviates into investigations which examine 
the de-constructive properties of typography brought 
about through the three dimensional nature of the viewing 
environment in which the interaction occurs. A second 
usage of text engaged upon by the presenter is as an 
element that replaces the visual signifi er in its entirety; as 
a representational contrivance whereby objects are “read 
as what they are.” These two approaches will be discussed 
and exemplifi ed through the presentation of a visual 
documentation consisting of videos and images.

text, deconstruction, 3D, metaverse, virtual

Elif Ayiter

http://www.citrinitas.com
http://www.alphaauer.com
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ONLINE

WORKSHOP ABSTRACT

SUNDAY 9:00–18:00

MONDAY 9:00–14:20

KEYWORDS

TALK ABSTRACT

MONDAY 14:30–15:30

KEYWORDS

Veronika Burian, born in Prague, got her fi rst degree in 
Industrial Design in Munich, Germany, before she moved on 
to Austria and Italy to work as a mix between a product and 
graphic designer. Discovering her true passion for type, she 
graduated with distinction from the MA in Typeface Design 
in Reading, UK, in 2003 and started to work as full-time type 
designer at DaltonMaag in London until 2007.

After staying for some years in Boulder, Colorado, she 
is currently living and working in Prague and dedicates her 
time fully to TypeTogether, an independent type-label that 
she co-founded with José Scaglione. She also continues to
give  lectures and workshops at international conferences 
and universities. Her typeface Maiola received, amongst 
others, the TDC Certifi cate of Excellence in Type Design 2004. 

Several other typefaces by TypeTogether have also been 
recognised by international competitions, including ED-
Awards and ISTD.

www.type-together.com, @typetogether

Introduction to Digital Typeface Design

This workshop will provide a basic methodology and theoretical 
knowledge about typeface design techniques and best practices. 
It is open to advanced students, professionals and afi cionados 
in the fi elds of calligraphy, lettering, graphic design, graphic 
communication and editorial industry. Basic knowledge of 
bezier curve drawing is advised but not required.

drawing type, sketching, type design, digitisation, spacing, ductus

4-Hand Typography

The digital era has radically changed the processes of making, 
composing and printing type. Tasks and projects that, not so 
long ago, required entire working teams, and different kinds 
of specialists, can now be tackled by one person with one 
computer… and enough knowledge, patience and perseverance. 
The same digital era however also allows for more effecitve and 
faster teamwork. In this talk, Burian and Scaglione will discuss 
their collaborative work on type designs conceived for intensive 
editorial use. They will focus on the complex issues behind 
technical, historical and theoretical aspects of these typefaces. 
How they are set, printed and read.

editorial design, type design, legibility, newspaper, functionality

Veronika Burian

http://www.type-together.com
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ONLINE

ABSTRACT

SATURDAY 13:00–13:30

KEYWORDS

Laurie Churchman is the principal of Designlore and an 
Assistant Professor of Visual Communication Design at İzmir 
University of Economics, Turkey. Laurie has also taught at 
NC State University and the University of Pennsylvania.

Her research looks at the intersection of creativity, 
typography and innovation, and in her practice she is a 
publication designer primarily for cultural institutions. 
Published in 2008, her book, “The Art of Boat Names,” is a 
study of the typography lettered on boats. Currently she is 
researching a second book on the history of American sign 
painting in the 20th century.

Laurie is a past board member of World Studio 
Foundation, AIGA/NY, AIGA/Raleigh and the National Board 
of Directors of AIGA. She is also an AIGA Fellow. Laurie holds 
a BS from the University of Delaware, an MFA from Yale 
University and a certifi cate from AIGA/Harvard Business 
School Design Leaders program.

www.designlore.net

Transmission of Formal Typography Into the Vernacular

Whether it is Windsong, Y Knot, Wildfi re, or Wet Spot, a 
boat name has a story to tell. And, the typeface chosen for 
that boat name offers a window into culture, individual 
branding and vernacular typography. Historically, boat 
names were hand-lettered by sign painters or boat owners. 
Their individual fl ourishes and creative interpretation of a 
name lent uniqueness—although commonly the lettering 
was painted in traditional serif capital letters. When vinyl 
technology and then digital typography entered the trade it 
presented opportunities for self-customization and ease of 
application. This demanded that letterers adapt or be cut 
from the business, plus encouraged boat owners to become 
directly involved in the design process. As such, stylistically 
boat names are now more image-laden and typographic 
selections tend toward the popular or kitsch. Names are 
personal as well, often transmitting something specifi c about 
those aboard, including their profession, marital status or 
fi nancial standing. In essence, modern boat names are a 
visual, and fl oating, calling card.

typography, lettering, vernacular, sign painting, boats, 
customization, branding, visual culture.

Laurie Churchman

http://www.designlore.net
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ONLINE

ABSTRACT

FRIDAY 17:30–18:00

KEYWORDS

Hacker culture was irresistible to me, growing up in the 
suburban arcadia of south west England in the 1990s. 
But being “good with computers” pointed towards the life 
depicted in “Fight Club,” so in high school I dropped maths 
and physics for contemporary art and socio-linguistics.

Combining my interests in art and computers eventually 
led me to the BA Interaction Design programme at 
Ravensbourne College in London. By the time I graduated 
in 2006, I was fascinated with the potential of software 
freedom for graphic design and typography. I attended the 
University of Reading’s MA Typeface Design programme and 
graduated in 2009. “Cantarell” was included in the launch of 
Google Web Fonts and chosen as the default User Interface 
font for GNOME. In 2012 I am traveling widely thanks to 
the CouchSurfi ng project, writing a column for the Libre 
Graphics Magazine, consulting for Google Web Fonts. I also 
run type sketching workshops around the world, and am 
involved in the Open Educational Resources for Typography 
(OERT) project.

www.understandingfonts.com, @fontworkshop

Freeness as a Technological Component of Type Design

Fonts cannot be shared and when they do not work right, 
you are not allowed to fi x them. Making your own typefaces 
is a black art, hidden in mystery. A long time ago software 
programs were the same, but the free software movement 
has freed the knowledge, the tools, and the business of 
software. Now it is time to free fonts. Dave Crossland reveals 
how to design typefaces using only libre software—and how 
to earn money doing it. The software freedom movement is a 
historial social movement, founded on a ethically principled 
response to the hyper transmission of digital works; it offers 
a critical response to the dominant proprietary typographic 
culture. My talk will cover the history of the movement, 
introduce some specialist language from the movement, and 
may be of interest to the anthropology-minded.

The theoretical aspect of my talk also relates to 
education, since freedom to inspect, modify and adapt fonts 
is often an illicit part of a type designer’s education. My talk 
will touch on libre graphics applications that enable free 
desktop publishing.

libre fonts, freedom, piracy, business models, copyleft, ofl , fontforge

Dave Crossland

http://www.understandingfonts.com
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ONLINE

ABSTRACT

SATURDAY 14:00–14:30

KEYWORDS

Ömer Durmaz

Born in 1974. He started his design career in 1993 as a part-
time practitioner and continued as a full-time designer after 
1997. Ömer graduated from Dokuz Eylül University Faculty 
of Fine Arts, Graphic Department, in 1999 with a project on 
interactive interface design; right after that he moved to 
Istanbul and worked as an art director until 2002. In 2002, 
he became a DEÜ faculty member and started teaching at the 
school and the program where he graduated. The same year, 
he joined GMK, the Turkish Graphic Design Association. In 
2004, he established Ambalajtasarimi and henceforth made 
several packaging design activities and publications possible. 

In 2006, he contributed to the magazine “Digital Arts.” 
The same year saw him as the founder editor of “Grafi k 
Tasarım”, the leading Turkish graphic design magazine, and 
continued with dedication to this commitment for 30 issues. 

In 2009, he completed his masters of art degree in 
packaging design. He is currently in the advisory board of 
Radikal Tasarım newspaper, working as an instructor at 
Dokuz Eylül University as well as a freelance designer.

www.tasaplatform.org
@omerdurmaz

The Writing of Graphic Design History in Turkey – Notes

With this presentation, graphic designer, academic and 
editor Ömer Durmaz – who collects documents from past 
to present traces of graphic design in Turkey – aims to put 
forward and usher in a book on Turkish Graphic Design 
History that will be written in the near future, and to open 
to the public the modest research-log that he’s keeping.

This presentation will touch the steps in the formation 
of graphic design in Turkey during the initial phase of 
the Republic, to include topics such as “From Elifba to 
the Alphabet,” “Alternative Actors in the Development of 
Graphic Design,” “The Issue of Preliminaries in the History 
of Graphic Design.”

Graphic design history, visual history, visual culture, graphic 
design archive, graphic design collection, orthography of 
graphic design history.

http://www.tasaplatform.org
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Fevkalade is an Istanbul-based visual design collective by 
Emre Parlak (BA in Visual Communication Design, Yeditepe 
University; MA in Visual Communication Design, Sabancı 
University) and Deniz Cem Önduygu (BSc in Industrial 
Design, İstanbul Technical University; MA in Visual 
Communication Design, Sabancı University).

The collective does work on identity & branding, print 
design, web design, interface design, and information 
design.

www.fevkalade.net

Improving Typographical Air Quality in Turkey

Designers in Turkey are working in an environment where 
the overall design awareness is not in bad shape, but type 
awareness is still widely missing. It’s as if the eyes of the 
people are blind to type. Examples abound in vernacular 
and professional design, ranging from shop signs to political 
party posters to TV network logos. As Turkish designers, 
we have the disadvantage of being born and having lived 
in a malnourishing environment – a product of history and 
tradition.

But there is hope. We observe positive changes 
everywhere; in newspapers, branding or signage. The 
closed circle of people interested in typography in Turkey 
has started to expand. As Fevkalade we’re trying to be part 
of the transformation with our work, doing our best not 
to compromise good typography, sometimes defending it 
against our customers’ wishes. Despite the downsides, we 
fi nd this room for improvement, this humble challenge to 
establish a decent visual environment, very exciting.

Turkey, design professionals, vernacular, awareness, clients

ONLINE

ABSTRACT

SATURDAY 14:00–14:30

KEYWORDS

Fevkalade Collective

http://www.fevkalade.net
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ONLINE

ABSTRACT

SATURDAY 11:30–12:00

KEYWORDS

Ivo Gabrowitsch is the Marketing Director of FontShop 
International, home of the FontFont typeface library, 
progenitor of the international FontShop network, and 
publisher of the FontBook app. His claim to fame is 
his development and introduction of the unique “Web 
FontFonts” concept onto the market. Most recently he’s 
been working on a concept for producing fonts for apps 
and mobile devices. Before earning his engineering degree
 in print and media technology at Beuth University of 
Applied Sciences in Berlin, he worked as a media designer 
on various on- and offl  ine projects.

Gabrowitsch also works as an editor for a number 
of typographic publications. In 2006 he invented the 
Berlin Typostammtisch, a bi-monthly gathering of type 
heavyweights. He loves to bike.

www.fontfont.com, www.fontshop.com
@fontfont, @gabrowitsch

Enriched Typography Using Opentype Features

Grapich designers and multimedia professionals have 
long recognized the advantages of OpenType as a modern 
font fi le format. It’s cross-platform compatible, supports 
a vast number of languages and offers a wide array of 
typographical features. But has the community of font 
afi cionados realized yet what fun it is to really play with 
OpenType and its many features? Not yet? This presentation 
will give you the opportunity to get in touch with the playful 
part of your “inner designer” and delve into the seemingly 
unlimited range of typographical possibilities. On top of this, 
the presentation will also give you a sneak preview of the 
Next Big Thing: enriched web typography using OpenType 
features. Coming soon to a browser near you.

typography, web typography, OpenType, language support, 
languages, webfonts, fonts

Ivo Gabrowitsch

http://www.fontfont.com
http://www.fontshop.com
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ONLINE

ABSTRACT

FRIDAY 17:00–17:30

KEYWORDS

John Hudson is a type designer and partner, with Ross 
Mills, in Tiro Typeworks Ltd, specialists in custom font 
solutions for multilingual computing and publishing. He 
has designed and collaborated on new typefaces for a 
wide range of writing systems, including Arabic, Burmese, 
Cyrillic, Devanagari, Ethiopic, Greek, Gurmukhi, Hebrew, 
Odia, Sinhala, and Thai, as well as massively extended 
Latin fonts for scholarly publishing. Tiro Typeworks' clients 
include Adobe Systems, Brill Academic Publishers, Harvard 
University Press, and Microsoft Corporation. 

www.tiro.com

Aldhabi: Adventures On the Way To Curls

Aldhabi is a new Perso-Arabic display typeface 
commissioned by Microsoft for inclusion in Windows 8. 
It represents the furtherance of display typography 
explorations begun with the Gabriola typeface (Latin, Greek, 
Cyrillic), which was also commissioned by Microsoft’s 
Advance Reading Technologies group. The Aldhabi Arabic 
component was designed by Tim Holloway, art directed 
by Fiona Ross; the Latin companion design was produced 
by John Hudson; the set of ornaments inspired by İzmir 
ceramics was designed by Titus Nemeth.

The design of Aldhabi was indirectly inspired by the ex-
hibition Turks: a journey of a thousand years, held in Lon-
don in the Spring of 2005, and directly by a small manuscript 
book in the exhibition: the Risāla-i Vujūdīyya (Treatise on Ex-
istence) of Ali ibn Muhammad al-Jurjani, produced at Istan-
bul around the year 1470. This book was written in a delicate 
Ottoman calligraphic style known as zülf-ü aruz—the ‘way 
of curls’—, a subcategory of early diwani. The design of the 
Aldhabi type is not an attempt to reproduce this calligraphic 
style, but to produce a new typographic form inspired by the 
visual impact of the style and synthesising elements of early 
diwani and nastaliq. John Hudson presents the development 
of the Aldhabi typeface, from the initial design ideas, the in-
fl uence of the Decotype and Linotype Qalmi approaches to 
Arabic typography, the complex project planning, the itera-
tive review and refi nement of the design, hinting of the font 
for screen rendering, and the complicated OpenType Layout 
programming to make it all work.

Arabic, Ottoman, type design, font technology

John Hudson

http://www.tiro.com
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Esen Karol graduated from Mimar Sinan University, 
İstanbul and received her Master’s degree with her thesis 
on typographic experimentation in Communications 
Design from Pratt Institute, New York, where she studied 
with Fulbright scholarship. She has participated in several 
international exhibitions and design events. Her fi rst solo 
poster exhibition “48 x 68” took place at Pratt Manhattan, 
where she also taught as visiting lecturer in spring 2002.

Her posters are in the permanent collection of Museum 
für Gestaltung, Zurich. Esen’s works have been published 
in magazines such as “Slanted‚” “Arredamento Mimarlık‚” 
“Step” and “How.”

She teaches Typography and Publication Design at 
İstanbul Bilgi University, VCD Department, and works in her 
one-person design studio, Esen Karol Design Ltd. in İstanbul. 
Founded in 1996, the studio concentrates on editorial design.

www.esenkarol.com, @esenkarol

New Ways of Publishing & Editorial Design

Nowadays a publisher who would like to publish content 
has a wide range of platforms to choose from. In fact not 
choosing a platform and formatting content so that it can 
freely travel from one platform to the other has already 
become the preferred option. The formats of e-book 
distribution offer some new advantages also to the reader 
but they are not as exciting for the editorial designer. 

The editorial designer, while designing a page, actually 
designs a specifi c reading experience. If the page is fl uid, 
ever changing, and customizable by the reader that specifi c-
ity is lost, mostly even not there to begin with.

Books as apps offer a better playground. However their 
future is harder to foresee. The printed book has a history 
of more than 500 years. Whereas the electronic book has 
just been born. As designers, we may not play the leading 
role in shaping the tools with which publications are 
produced, distributed and experienced but we can still 
play an active role by being critical.

This panel will try to read and discuss the new ways 
of content mediation from the perspective of an editorial 
designer. Speakers include Ellen Lupton, Laurie Churchman, 
and Elif Ayiter.

editorial design, publishing, (long-form) reading, book & e-book

Esen Karol

http://www.esenkarol.com
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Gerry Leonidas started working at exactly the time desk-
top computers began to disrupt the design and printing in-
dustry, while gathering qualifi cations of mostly peripheral 
relevance. In 1994 he found a home in the Department of 
Typography at the University of Reading, England, where he 
teaches typography and typeface design. Since 2001 he has 
been running the MA Typeface Design programme, a model 
for the transformation of typographic studies world-wide.

Gerry has been contributing to Greek typeface design 
projects for over fi fteen years, with foundries of all sizes: 
Adobe, Bitstream, Farnhill, H&F-J, Microsoft, Monotype, 
Rosetta, Tankard, Tiro, and may others. His perspective is 
one of placing typography in a wider context, and helping 
develop in designers an understanding of the basic princi-
ples, and an insight into the potential for originality. 

www.rdg.ac.uk/typography
www.typefacedesign.org, @typefacedesign

Tackling the Greek

This workshop will pack in one day the basics for starting 
to design Greek typefaces, particularly for designers who 
already have completed Latin typefaces and are interested in 
extending their existing Latin ones.

Pan-european, sketching, greek type design, extending Latin, 
paragraph design.

A New Bilingual Lexicon

The forthcoming Greek-English “Intermediate Lexicon” is 
a major new publication designed for Cambridge University 
Press, now in its fi nal stages. The Lexicon sought to break 
with a typographic tradition for reference works going back 
to the nineteenth century, and take advantage of recent 
advances in typeface design. The hierarchy of information 
represented a particularly challenging typographic environ-
ment, which in turn offered a unique opportunity to design 
the Lexicon by taking full advantage of contemporary type-
face families.

The talk will underline the role of typeface design in 
high-end typography, and offer insights into the design of 
a document that will have a shelf life measured in decades.

lexicon, information design, type families, type design, scripts, 
bibliophily.

Gerry Leonidas

http://www.rdg.ac.uk/typography
http://www.typefacedesign.org
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Bruno Maag was born near Zurich in 1962. After an appren-
ticeship as a typesetter for the Tages Anzeiger, Switzerland’s 
largest daily paper, he fell in love with the smell of ink and 
the clatter of printing machinery. His passion for letterforms 
led him to study typography at Basel School of Art. Bruno 
cut his professional teeth designing type at Monotype, both 
in the UK and in the States, where he designed fonts for the 
New Yorker magazine.

He established Dalton Maag in 1991 with his partner 
Elizabeth Dalton, painter and illustrator. Over time, Dalton 
Maag has grown from a one man show to a relatively large 
foundry with studios in London and Brazil. Today, the cream 
of type design and type technology professionals work for 
Dalton Maag.

Bruno and the design team create fonts for companies 
and organizations such as Tesco, Toyota, Burberry, Puma, 
Ubuntu and Nokia. A speciality of the company is its exper-
tise in non-Latin scripts. Bruno has the respect of many emi-
nent designers and works with companies such as North De-
sign, Pentagram, The Brand Union and Wieden + Kennedy.

Bruno is passionate about type and sees himself as a 
craftsman rather than an artist. Travelling evangelist for 
good type, Bruno contributes to graphic design titles and is 
regularly called upon to comment in the design press.

www.daltonmaag.com, @daltonmaag, @bruno_maag

Taming the Beast

To design a typeface that is functional and has all the 
necessary aesthetic qualities requires skill and effort on 
part of the designer and font engineer. To design a typeface 
family that does the same for a whole range of script 
systems, and across a range of media, is a challenge, to put 
it mildly. But it is exactly what Nokia has embarked on with 
the creation of Nokia Pure, their new brand typeface for its 
global communication both on devices and in print.

This presentation aims to give an insight into how the 
Dalton Maag and Nokia design and engineering teams coped 
with taming letterforms so that they can live in harmony 
with one another, and subdued technology so that conjuncts 
and ligatures appear where they are supposed to appear.

scripts, language, multilingual fonts, global fonts, mobile 
devices, branding

Bruno Maag

http://www.daltonmaag.com
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Jan Middendorp is an independent writer and designer 
based in Berlin. As an author specialized in graphic design 
and typography, he has contributed to international design 
magazines including “Eye,” “Baseline,” “Grafi k Tasarım,” 
“Typo,” and “Etapes.” His books include “Dutch Type” (2004), 
“Made With FontFont” (2006, with Erik Spiekermann), 
“Creative Characters” (2010), “Type Navigator” (2011, with 
TwoPoints.Net) and “Shaping Text” (2012).

He currently works on book projects with Ypsilon 
publishers (Paris), Gestalten (Berlin), and BIS Publishers 
(Amsterdam). He was a consultant during the start-up phase 
of the Museum of Graphic Design in Breda, the Netherlands. 
He works as an editor and consultant for MyFonts, and 
currently teaches at Berlin’s Weissensee college and the 
Plantin Institute of Typography in Antwerp.

www.janmiddendorp.com, www.dutchtype.org
@janmiddendorp

The Giant Leap, part 1

Until a couple of decades ago, typography was almost 
exclusively viewed in terms of printed work: books, 
magazines, posters, brochures. So-called new media have 
changed that—especially, of course, the internet. But both 
the design itself and the discussions or theory about it lacked 
the sophisticated tools and criteria that have been developed, 
over centuries, for print. This is now rapidly changing. Since 
less than two years, the general acceptance of web fonts 
specifi cations, embedded in Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), 
has been allowing web designers to create typographic 
designs almost as sophisticated as those found in printed 
media. However, there are still a lot of misunderstandings 
and complications about typography for the web or for 
mobile devices.

Good design for big and small screens takes a different 
set of skills and different sensibilities; and in spite of recent 
progress, not everything that's possible in print can be 
done on the screen. Jan Middendorp (type critic, book and 
magazine designer) and Adam Twardoch (font technologist 
extraordinaire) jointly discuss the giant leap from 
typographic tradition to dynamic digital communication.

web type, typography, typographic tradition, technological 
changes
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Jan Middendorp

http://www.janmiddendorp.com
http://www.dutchtype.org
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Thomas Milo is an independent scholar with a background 
in Slavic and Turkic studies. Brill recently published his 
new, de-theologized Qur ’ān Concordance (part of the 
Encyclopaedia of the Qur ’ān). He is also partner in DecoType 
– linguistic experts & designers of computer typography – 
a team that has been working on Arabic script technology 
since 1982. They pioneered the concept of Dynamic Font 
(Smart Font, Intelligent Font), a key aspect of all modern 
computer typography. In 2009 Tom received, on behalf of 
DecoType, the Dr. Peter Karow Award in recognition of his 
fundamental contribution for computer typography.

www.decotype.com

How a Chance Discovery Inspired the Development of Arabic 
Technology

An arzuhal, or petition, to the Sultan of the Ottoman Empire 
dated 1283 �.�. (1865-66 �.�.) came in my possession in 1983. 
With this document Mühendisoğlu asks, in Ottoman Turkish, 
permission to use the fi rst valid nesih/naskh typeface ever 
designed. He explains how he used the handwriting of the 
kazasker Mustafa İzzet Efendi, şeyh-ül-hattatin (leading 
calligrapher), to accomplish this historical achievement.

This talk will present a critical analysis of how well 
Mühendisoğlu reproduced Mustafa İzzet Efendi’s nesih 
handwriting, and to what extent he gleaned the generic 
naskh (nesih) script grammar from it.

This analysis will be the basis for a detailed critique of 
Tetterode alias the Amsterdam Type Foundry’s 1910 copy 
of the original typeface by Mühendisoğlu, by means of a 
contrastive analysis of the Tetterode typeface with computer-
generated generic nesih (using the DecoType Naskh 
typeface).

In the quest to understand the Middle Eastern 
perspective on Arabic typography this petition provided an 
essential clue. From it followed logically that new technology 
had to be developed, as none of the existing methods were 
designed to handle actual script practice.

arabic, script grammar, script practice, font technology

Thomas Milo

http://www.decotype.com
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Graduated from METU Industrial Design Department, 
Özlem Özkal received her MFA and PhD degrees in Bilkent 
University, Department of Graphic Design. Her studies 
covering different topics on design, cinema and technology 
were published in various magazines; and her design works 
from posters to corporate identifi cation systems were 
exhibited in joint exhibitions.

She taught classes in typography, graphic design and 
basic design in METU, Bilkent University and the School of 
the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. She is currently teaching 
at Bilkent University.

www.ozlemozkal.info

Özlem is one of the speakers on the panel:
Typography Education (see page 38).
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Özlem Özkal

http://www.ozlemozkal.info
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Bratislav Pantelić is an art historian and theorist. He received 
his doctorate from the University of Pennsylvania in 1994. 
He is a faculty member at the Faculty of Arts and Social 
Sciences of Sabancı University in Istanbul where he teaches 
courses in the history and theory of art and architecture. 
He has published on diverse subjects ranging from the 
interaction of architectural style and political ideology in the 
Middle Ages and the role of the visual arts and architecture 
in nationalism, identity formation and cultural policies in 
Central and Southeastern Europe.

http://people.sabanciuniv.edu/pantelic

Typeface as Visual Code (Typeface & Nationalism)

Design can contain numerous levels of meaning that are 
believed to echo ancient traditions or to be deeply woven in 
the ethnic makeup or representative of cultural belonging. 
These visual codes can instill a sense of belonging no less 
than language and religion. Typography in particular can 
contribute to the formation of national identities because of 
the importance of the written word in nationalist discourses 
and ideologies, as demonstrated for example by the role of 
the Cyrillic script in Serbian nationalism. Letter design can 
evoke cultural models as in the well-known controversy 
surrounding the traditional German Blackletter or Fraktur 
script in National-Socialist Germany or the overwhelming 
presence of the Roman Capital typeface in Fascist Italy 
derived from the ancient Roman typeface.

This presentation will focus on more recent instances 
of letter design used to evoke cultural models such as the 
Miroslav script, a pseudo-medieval typeface used in Balkan 
nationalism as a reference to Orthodoxy and Byzantium and 
the calligraphic Arabic script commonly found on bumper 
stickers, graffi  ti and even body tattoos in Turkey to convey a 
sense of belonging to the Ottoman heritage and the Islamic 
domain. This calligraphic design, usually a religious phrase 
in Arabic, is illegible to most Turks. Yet it is a powerful sign 
of identity conveyed through the visual code: the design of 
the script which transcends the actual meaning of the text 
and becomes itself the bearer of meaning.

nationalism, identity, design, calligraphy
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Bratislav Pantelić

http://people.sabanciuniv.edu/pantelic
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Hrant Papazian
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Hrant Papazian is an Armenian native of Lebanon; his 
perspective on written communication was formed at the 
crossroads of three competing visual cultures. He now lives 
in Los Angeles, relishing the unique ethnic salad.

A multimedia designer by trade, Hrant’s true love 
remains the black-and-white, but colorful world of non-
Latin typeface design. A recipient of type design awards 
from Critique Magazine, Granshan and Creative Review, 
Hrant has delivered numerous presentations at international 
typographic conferences from San Francisco to Thessaloniki. 

He has received commissions from Agfa, Unitype, 
IKEA, the Narod Cultural Institute, Disney, UCLA, the Israel 
Postal Authority, Microsoft, TeX Users Group and Liverpool 
University.

www.themicrofoundry.com

Future Heritage

Majorities, minorities. Globalization, nationalism. Diaspora, 
homeland. Individuality, ethnicity. Is it a curse or a blessing 
to have to fi ght for one’s ethnic identity? Everybody wants 
to fi ght at least a little bit, even if nobody –not even one’s 
partisans– will notice. Typeface designers can fi ght. A few 
of them design to fi ght. But design is not art, so this fi ght is 
for others to benefi t.

Being accepted into Europe, China or anywhere else, 
as an individual or an ethnic group, requires the old cliché: 
balance. There’s no point being accepted if you become their 
conquest; but neither can you survive, or at least not thrive, 
as an invader. And it is the most diffi  cult thing to accept 
that your host, hopefully your future partner, is better at 
some things. But you’re better at some other things, because 
nobody has the same history.

History is dead, but its context̀  eternal. How does a 
typeface fi ght for the future? How do you take your history 
and make a new typeface that will help –in a small way– 
make things better? How do you leverage the way your 
language used to be written? How can a typeface make 
the world richer? The answer is Yes.

Armenian, typeface design, ethnicity, minority, assimilation.

http://www.themicrofoundry.com
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Namık Kemal Sarıkavak

He was born in 1961 in Istanbul. He worked with various 
advertising and design agencies since 1978. He graduated 
from Gazi University Faculty of Education in 1983 and 
started working as a research assistant at the Department 
of Graphic Design at Hacettepe University Faculty of Fine 
Arts in 1985. In 1988 he completed his MA thesis “Airbrush 
Technology in Graphic Design, Poster Design with Airbrush 
Technique” and was appointed as Instructor.

In 1993, he completed his PhD dissertation “Design 
Principles in Cultural Posters, Cultural Poster Works.” 
In 1996 Namık was appointed Assistant Professor and 
became Associate Professor in 2002.

Since 1986 he has been conducting courses on 
Foundations in Art Education, Basic Graphic Design, 
Computer Aided Design, Illustration and Graphic Studio, 
as well as Drawing, Writing and Typography. He has also 
been teaching at both Başkent and Atatürk University.

He won ten awards in poster and stamp competitions 
from 1986 to 1994. Namık received several awards after 
1994, participated in more than 50 collective exhibitions, 
as well as fi ve solo exhibitions.

His articles and translations on poster, book and cover 
design, graphic design and typography have been published 
in several periodicals and journals, including seven national 
peer-reviewed journals. He has published six books since 
1988. The last three volumes published after 2000 are 
available in bookshops. At present, he conducts his studies 
at Hacettepe University as a faculty member.

http://yunus.hacettepe.edu.tr/~namiks

Namık Kemal is one of the speakers on the panel:
Typography Education (see page 38).

http://yunus.hacettepe.edu.tr/~namiks
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Alessandro Segalini was born in Piacenza, Italy, and 
currently lives in İzmir, Turkey. He is a communication 
designer who specializes in typography. Segalini’s design 
and research interests include linguistics, book and 
editorial design, information design, typeface design, 
calligraphy and lettering, visual identities and designing 
for multiple languages.

In regards to education, he believes that knowledge 
is constructed by the learner through action; it is mediate, 
not immediate. Action initiated by the learner himself is 
the indispensable ingredient of the act of knowing, and 
art is with us to give structure to reality.

Segalini studied design at the Polytechnic of Milan and 
visual communication at the University of Art and Design 
of Helsinki. Currently he is a faculty member at the VCD 
department of İzmir University of Economics, focusing on 
typographic design, and design education.

Hemingway, designed by Segalini was inspired by the 
prize winning novel “The Old Man and the Sea” by Ernest 
Miller Hemingway; the typeface has been selected for 
the UK Creative Review Type Annual 2011 within the 
Display category.

Alessandro co-created ISType™.

http://about.me/alessandrosegalini
@asegalini, @istype

History of Typography

This panel session will discuss a few hot topics related to the 
history of typography and the tradition of the art itself. For 
more that two thousand years of making and re-making, the 
breeding of the Roman letter has been under way. Desktop 
publishing has lifted type to the meta-level of digital media. 
Type is now cut off from its physical origins, the roots that 
determined its shapes: handwriting and letterpress.

Graphic communications rely on the interaction of 
words and images to convey a message that is almost always 
dependent on language and its cultural context.

Speakers include Gerard Unger, Fred Smeijers, Bratislav 
Pantelić, and John Hudson.

history of typography, tradition, letterpress, punchcutting, 
type classifi cations, civilizations, literacy

Alessandro Segalini

http://about.me/alessandrosegalini
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Eben Sorkin is the owner of the independent type foundry 
Sorkin Type Co. Sorkin Type Co.'s most visible recent work 
has been supplying Google with new web tuned typefaces. 
These will number over 60 by the middle of 2012. The 
Sorkin Type Co.'s web site is coming soon and will offer print 
specifi c versions of the fonts now found on Google web fonts 
as well as other releases. Complete web specifi c families 
expanded from the Google web fonts will also be available 
from web type services soon as well. In addition to managing 
Sorkin Type Co., Eben consults on using type for strategic 
business advantage, designs type, teaches about type design 
and the relationship of science to type design internationally. 

He also enjoys carving letters in stone. Eben loves the 
beauty of type but he loves the utility of type even more. His 
favorite pattern of work is working in collaboration with 
others. Eben is a graduate with distinction from the MA in 
type design program at Reading University (UK). Eben lives 
in in Boston, MA, USA.

www.fl ickr.com/photos/ebensorkin
@ebensorkin

Screens Are Becoming Primary

Type design adapts to the medium and the technology in 
which the type will be reproduced. Thus type for made for 
screens must differ from type made for print. Type made 
for screens began by being made exclusively for screens 
with no direct relationship to printed type. This relationship 
has slowly changed. Eventually a clever compromise was 
reached which allowed a digital formats to provide both 
print result and a screen representation. This was done by 
prioritizing the printed result. Screen results were poor 
but improved over time. This compromise approach is now 
coming undone because the results on screen are becoming 
too important to be the result of a compromise. Screens are 
becoming primary. Thus type made for screens and type 
made for print are becoming increasingly separate things. 

Looking further out into the future print and screen 
type could again become unifi ed. This talk will examine how 
type technology has evolved; and will suggest how to think 
critically about the opportunities that this change is bringing 
both as a type designer and as a graphic designer.

trends, technology, screen, future, opportunity

Eben Sorkin

http://www.flickr.com/photos/ebensorkin
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José Scaglione

José Scaglione is an Argentinian graphic and multimedia 
designer, and a graduate from the MA in Typeface Design 
at the University of Reading, UK. He has been working in 
branding, editorial design and multimedia projects since 
1995. He was co-founder of the Vision Media Design Studio 
in Argentina and art director at Multiplicity Advertising and 
The Prepaid Press in USA.

José is co-founder of the independent type foundry 
TypeTogether, and additionally leads his own design 
studio, consults and lectures on typography and graphic 
communication matters. He also teaches typography at 
post-graduate level at the National University of Rosario. 
José is a board member of ATypI (Association Typographique 
Internationale) and was appointed chairman of the Letter.2, 
the second international typeface design competition by 
ATypI.

www.type-together.com, @typetogether

Introduction to Digital Typeface Design

This workshop will provide a basic methodology and theoretical 
knowledge about typeface design techniques and best practices. 
It is open to advanced students, professionals and afi cionados 
in the fi elds of calligraphy, lettering, graphic design, graphic 
communication and editorial industry. Basic knowledge of 
bezier curve drawing is advised but not required.

drawing type, sketching, type design, digitisation, spacing, ductus

4-Hand Typography

The digital era has radically changed the processes of making, 
composing and printing type. Tasks and projects that, not so 
long ago, required entire working teams, and different kinds 
of specialists, can now be tackled by one person with one 
computer… and enough knowledge, patience and perseverance. 
The same digital era however also allows for more effecitve and 
faster teamwork. In this talk, Burian and Scaglione will discuss 
their collaborative work on type designs conceived for intensive 
editorial use. They will focus on the complex issues behind 
technical, historical and theoretical aspects of these typefaces. 
How they are set, printed and read.

editorial design, type design, legibility, newspaper, functionality
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http://www.type-together.com
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Fred Smeijers is a Dutch type designer, teacher, researcher, 
and writer. After studying at the school of art at Arnhem, 
he worked as a typographic advisor to the reprographic 
company Océ, then became a founding member of the 
graphic design practice Quadraat, which provided the name 
for his fi rst published typeface (FontFont, 1992). Among the 
most versatile contemporary type designers, Smeijers has a 
whole range of distinctive typefaces to his credit. Among his 
retail typefaces are: Renard (TEFF); Nobel (DTL); Arnhem, 
Fresco, Sansa, Custodia, Monitor, and Ludwig – all published 
by OurType, the company that he co-founded in 2002. His 
custom type designs include bespoke typefaces and lettering 
for Philips Electronics, Canon-Europe, and Tom-Tom. 

His fi rst book – “Counterpunch” – has been published 
by Hyphen Press in 1996. In 2001 he was awarded the Gerrit 
Noordzij Prize for outstanding contribution to type design, 
part of which was a book about his work – “Type now” 
(Hyphen Press, 2003). 

Smeijers is research fellow at Plantin Museum in 
Antwerp, professor of type design at the Hochschule für 
Grafi k und Buchkunst in Leipzig, and creative director of 
OurType.

http://ourtype.com
@ourtypetweets

Hop, Skip, Jump & Design Type!

Smeijers’ lecture will introduce the audience to his ever-
changing practices and approaches to designing type over 
the last thirty years. How photographs were replaced by 
copy machines, how a laser printers speeded up type design 
much more than mobile phones and e-mail together, and 
why graphic design is still the most important “friend” of 
type design. Nowadays, type design can be taught better than 
ever before, but leading a life as a type designer is something 
completely different and cannot be taught, nor copied. 

Smeijers will speak about why it is important to step out 
of the box and why his best works were self-initiated rather 
than commissioned.

And did he, or not, plan this all?

approach, attitude, moral, enterpreneurship, not-making-the-
same-mistake-twice

Fred Smeijers

http://ourtype.com
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Adam Twardoch

Based in Berlin, Adam Twardoch works in the fi eld of font 
technology, multilingual typography, CSS webfonts, Unicode 
and OpenType. He serves as product and marketing manager 
at Fontlab Ltd. He also works as a typographic consultant to 
MyFonts and other clients worldwide. As a member of the 
ATypI Board, he was involved in the organization of four 
ATypI conferences. Adam has been teaching workshops 
in font creation in the UK, USA, Germany, Russia and his 
native Poland. In 2007, he edited the Polish edition of Robert 
Bringhurst’s book “The Elements of Typographic Style.”

www.twardoch.com

The Giant Leap, part 2

Until a couple of decades ago, typography was almost 
exclusively viewed in terms of printed work: books, 
magazines, posters, brochures. So-called new media have 
changed that—especially, of course, the internet. But both 
the design itself and the discussions or theory about it lacked 
the sophisticated tools and criteria that have been developed, 
over centuries, for print. This is now rapidly changing. Since 
less than two years, the general acceptance of web fonts 
specifi cations, embedded in Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), 
has been allowing web designers to create typographic 
designs almost as sophisticated as those found in printed 
media. However, there are still a lot of misunderstandings 
and complications about typography for the web or for 
mibile devices.

Good design for big and small screens takes a different 
set of skills and different sensibilities; and in spite of recent 
progress, not everything that's possible in print can be 
done on the screen. Jan Middendorp (type critic, book and 
magazine designer) and Adam Twardoch (font technologist 
extraordinaire) jointly discuss the giant leap from 
typographic tradition to dynamic digital communication.

web type, typography, typographic tradition, technological 
changes
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http://www.twardoch.com
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Onur Yazıcıgil was born and raised in Turkey and current-
ly lives in Istanbul, Turkey. He received his MFA in Visual 
Communications Design from Purdue University where he 
researched the evolution of humanist and grotesque types. 
During his stay in the United States he collaborated with the 
Purdue Theatre by creating animations for the 11th Interna-
tional Exhibition of Scenography and Theatre Architecture 
at the Prague Quadrennial in 2007. His further involvement 
with the theatre and performance arts resulted in his illus-
trating of the 2008-2009 season posters for Purdue Theatre.

He won the fi rst prize in typography in 2007 from the 
Society of Typographic Arts in Chicago, and his posters were 
exhibited in the United States, Italy, South Korea and Turkey. 
He has spoken at TypeCon and ATypI and lectured on 
various topics in typography.

At the present, he is a faculty member at Sabancı 
University in the VCD department concentrating on 
typographic design and graphic design education. He is 
currently developing a multilingual typeface, Duru Sans, 
which was bought and licensed by Google to be included 
in the Google Web Fonts directory.

Onur co-created ISType™.

http://onuryazicigil.com, @istype

Typographic Education in Turkey

Spoken language and written script are two defi ning 
characteristics that a nation will use in order to unify its 
members and to distinguish itself culturally. The region now 
comprised of the Republic of Turkey, once using the Arabic 
alphabet, made a radical, and often deemed “over night” 
change to the Latin alphabet. This paradigm shift between 
language and script required further adaptations with 
the linguistic pedagogy. In order to accommodate certain 
phonemes, the Turkish Language Association added several 
diacritical marks to (ç, ğ, İ, ı, ö, ş, ü) and excluded several 
letters from (q, x) the Latin alphabet.

This panel session will discuss certain typographic 
pedagogies that accommodates the major paradigm shift that 
took place in 1928. Speakers include Namık Kemal Sarıkavak, 
Özlem Özkal, and Alessandro Segalini

typographic education, history of typography, tradition, 
Turkish diacritical marks, literacy

ONLINE

PANEL ABSTRACT

SATURDAY 17:00–18:30

KEYWORDS

Onur Yazıcıgil

http://onuryazicigil.com






41SCREENING

“Linotype: The Film” is a feature-length documentary 
centered around the Linotype type casting machine,
by Director & Producer Doug Wilson.

Called the “Eighth Wonder of the World” by Thomas Edison, 
it revolutionized printing and society. The fi lm tells the 
surprisingly emotional story of the people connected to the 
Linotype and how it impacted the world.

ISType is proud to screen “Linotype: The Film”.
The movie will be screened at the conference venue

(Salt Galata) on Sunday, June 17 at 19:00. Due to space 
limitation only our conference registrants will be allowed
to attend the movie.

www.linotypefilm.com
@linotypefilm

The linotype machine is a “line casting” machine used in printing. 
Along with letterpress printing, linotype was the industry standard 
for newspapers, magazines and posters from the late 1800s to the 
1960s and 70s, when it was largely replaced by offset lithography 
printing and computer typesetting. The name of the machine comes 
from the fact that it produces an entire line of metal type at once, 
hence a line-o'-type, a signifi cant improvement over the previous 
industry standard, i.e., manual, letter-by-letter typesetting using a 
composing stick and drawers of letters.

The Linotype machine operator enters text on a 90-character 
keyboard. The machine assembles matrices, which are molds for 
the letter forms, in a line. The assembled line is then cast as a single 
piece, called a slug, of type metal in a process known as “hot metal” 
typesetting. The matrices are then returned to the type magazine 
from which they came, to be reused later. This allows much faster 
typesetting and composition than original hand composition in 
which operators place down one pre-cast metal letter, punctuation 
mark or space at a time.

The machine revolutionized typesetting and with it especially 
newspaper publishing, making it possible for a relatively small 
number of operators to set type for many pages on a daily basis. 
Before Mergenthaler’s invention of the Linotype in 1884, no 
newspaper in the world had more than eight pages.

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linotype_machine

http://www.linotypefilm.com
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linotype_machine
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46 FOOD TERMINOLOGY

acı hot

az pişmiş rare

az şekerli slightly sweet

baharat spices

balık fi sh

bardak drinking glass

biber pepper (or pimento)

biftek steak

bira beer

börek savory pastry

buz ice

çay tea

çiğ raw

çorba soup

dana beef

dereotu dill

dolma stuffed vegetable

domates tomato

dondurma ice cream

ekmek bread

ekşi sour/bitter

et meat

fasulye bean

fi ncan cup

fırın(da) oven, baked

güveç earthenware casserole

ham raw

ızgara grilled

kahvaltı breakfast

kahve coffee

kara biber black pepper

karides shrimp

kıyma ground beef

kızartma fried

köfte meatball

közleme char grilled

kuru dried

kuzu lamb

limon lemon

lokanta restaurant

makarna pasta

mantar mushroom

maydanoz parsley

meyve fruit

meze tapa

mutfak kitchen/cuisine

orta şekerli medium sweet

pane breaded

pasta gateau

patates potato

patlıcan aubergine

peynir cheese

pilav rice

piliç chicken

reçel jam

sade unsweetened

salata salad

sarımsak garlic

sebze vegetable

sirke vinegar

sıcak hot

soğan onion

soğuk cold

sulu yemek casserole dish

süt milk

şarap wine

şeker sugar

şişe bottle

tava(da) fried

tavuk chicken

taze fresh

turşu pickle

tuz salt

un fl our

yarım porsiyon half portion

yeşil green

yumurta egg

zeytin olive

zeytinyağlı olive oil dish

More food tips at http://foodistanbul.blogspot.com prepared by Elif Ayiter.

http://foodistanbul.blogspot.com


47IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Police : 155

Gendarme : 156

Ambulance : 112

Fire Hotline : 110

Directory Assistance : 11818

Health Information : 184

Tourist Information Centre : 170

Belgium : +90 212 243 33 00 

Bulgaria : +90 212 281 01 15

Czech Republic : +90 212 232 90 46

England : +90 212 334 64 00

France : +90 212 243 18 52

Germany : +90 212 340 49 00

Greece : +90 212 245 05 96

Holland : +90 212 251 50 30

Iran : +90 212 513 82 30

Italy : +90 212 252 54 36

Lebanon : +90 212 236 13 65

Qatar : +90 212 281 91 40

Saudi Arabia : +90 212 281 91 40

USA : +90 212 335 90 00

EMERGENCY

CONSULATES
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